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In 1880s Texas, the small town of Burnt Rock is on the brink of getting pulled into the tumultuous
range wars. A thousand longhorn cattle are milling nearby as impatient and trigger-happy
cowboys await the rebuilding of the bridge over the Dos Gatos River-the best route to the
railroads.Rugged lawman Ben Flood is struggling to keep the peace. His sweetheart, lady
rancher Lee Morgan finds her best mares slaughtered, yet the trouble has only begun. Lee and
Ben must summon every ounce of courage and strength when a rare form of lightning sends a
massive herd of longhorns stampeding toward the town. The soul-stirring suspense, subtle
romance, and riveting action in Thunder on the Dos Gatos will captivate fans of western,
romance, and historical fiction alike.

From Publishers WeeklyDekker's readers will recognize many of his mainstays: mysterious
forces causing havoc, characters who may or may not be what they seem and open, faith-based
questions about the very nature of reality. In this page-turner, the residents of Paradise, Colo. (a
one-saloon town in the mountains), encounter Marsuvees Black, a purported preacher who
claims God sent him to bring "grace and hope" to their town. Meanwhile, at a nearby
nondenominational Christian monastery, monks fret over a rebellion among the gifted children in
their care. Dekker (Thr3e; Blink) impressively paces the novel, maximizing suspense and
intrigue by solving the novel's myriad mysteries at the exact point readers will likely be guessing
at them. For example, it will dawn on readers by the middle of the story that a certain type of
connection must exist between the monastery and the town. Dekker rewards that discovery by
explaining the connection, but still leaves enough questions open to keep readers sleuthing to
the end. While there are gory scenes and small problems with the story (especially the
implausible, unethical circumstances under which the students at the monastery have been
procured and studied), Dekker delivers his signature exploration of good and evil in the context
of a genuine thriller that could further enlarge his already sizable audience. (Feb. 10)Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the
AuthorTed Dekker is known for novels that combine adrenaline-laced stories with unexpected
plot twists, unforgettable characters, and incredible confrontations between good and evil. Ted
lives in Austin with his wife LeeAnn and their four children.
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Lady Gwen, “Christian, Clean and A Great Western Read!. I thoroughly enjoyed this book, as I
have all the other West Texas Sunrise series. The characters were familiar and it was if I was
there with them, going through what they went through. I won't spoil the ending, but it is worth
the read. I've always been a western fan and this one, filled with Christian overtones and the
hardships of pioneering the west, was inspiring. I went immediately to purchase the next book in
the series...alas, there isn't one that I can find. I do wish Mr. Bagdon would continue the saga of
Lee and Ben!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good read. all the sunrise books are very interesting and can't stop
reading them until they are done. all have a good clean story line and it is believable. enjoy
them.”

Pat T., “Five Stars. Another good clean western.”

Glenda Kochany, “Thunder on the Dos Gatos (West Texas Sunrise book 4). Well another great
book. I was scared to death that the Fire wouldn't stop the cattle from destroying the town.”

Mary, “Five Stars. book was great as I expected and in very good condition. Thank you.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 9 people have provided feedback.
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